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NEEDED URBAN RENEWAL HEILP
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by ALAN UNGER
City News Editor
The first in a series of programs for urban renewal in downtown Wooster should be
getting underway before the end of this calendar year when demolition for the Bever-Sout- h
Urban Renewal Project is slated to begin.
The Bever-Sout- h project, first conceived in 1965, has been put before the federal
government's Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) commission.
As soon as Phase Two of the
program is approved, demolition
will begin. Phase Two will pro-
vide the legal authority and fin-
ancing for the acquisition of pro-
perty in the area.
Geographically, the Bever-Sout- h
project is located in south Woos-
ter running from Liberty St. south
to Henry St. between Buckeye and
Beall Avenues. It takes in 11 acres
area.
The project aims at revitalizing
a strategic area within the com-
munity by clearance of some 50
buildings and preparation of the
site for sale to developers. Follow-
ing the relocation of residents and
demolition, improvements will be
made in vehicular and pedestrian
traffic patterns, street lighting, sew
ers and other utilities, ihen par-
cels of land, with logical separa
te ,"
publican ticket for this Novem-
ber's Presidential election will oc-
cupy more than 500 delegates all
day tomorrow in Wooster's 11th
Mock Convention.
Before the gavel falls late that
evening, the Convention will also
have determined a platform for the
GOP and heard two Republican
Congressmen, John M. Ashbrook
and Rep. F. Bradford Morse, de-
liver addresses to the student dele-
gates and campaign chairmen.
Routine business, including ap-
proval of the Convention rules,
will start at 8:30 tomorrow morn- -
Cong. JOHN ASHBROOK (R-O-.) ing. But rumors of a major
. . permanent chm. of mock convention dentials fight, concerning the seat--
v
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A RESIDENCE on the northwest corner of elected to City Council in November of
E. Henry and S. Bever Sts. in dilapidated
condition. Residents are attempting to
maintain a high standard for their neigh- -
hnrliAAft Inl nm Mftt uiltlft nrAkl&mc
lion of land prearranged touses 'byereated absenfee ,andlords as they
complement each other, will be owaif a$sessments. The owner of this
SOld to developers. property is Bob Rondy, who lives In
Florida. The real is rented hismi r-- u 'i j . estate byThe Co lege sociology depart- -s molh,rin.laWf wif. of former City Com-
ment has been instrumental in the cilman William Shaffer. Shaffer, who was
progressP of the
Bever-Sout- h Pro- -
1965, ended his term this past January.
At right, a map shows where urban re-
newal is scheduled to take place. The
area hopefully will include a major retail
firm, a motel, parking garage, possibly
a bus station, and other commercial fa-
cilities.
Since photo above was taken, new
residents have moved into the "home,"
and most of the debris has been re-
moved. Holes in the roof still exist.
. , t il, ,vi : : ,J Cii. oi.i i ii tt
ing of official delegates, could push
this period beyond its scheduled
one hour.
Congressman John M. Ash-
brook, a conservative representa-
tive of the 17th district (including
Wooster), takes the floor as first
speaker of the day. He will then
preside over the Convention as
Permanent Chairman, chairing the
platform debate, and discussion
of a number of amendments to it.
As of early last week, there were
movements to write entire substi-
tute planks for both the Foreign
Policy and Urban Affairs portions
of the draft platform.
. Before adjourning for lunch,
(Continued on Page 4)
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Slater continued, "Our project Very few members of the
proceeded more rapidly than munity have expressed a
urban renewal programs, ac- - an,ce l? make home improvementsO 7 I B. 1 11 1 t 1 1
rding to HUD." Since the initial "ul "' 01 m
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WORLD EXCEPT PUBLIC OFFICE.
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the social and economic needs of will be handled by the federal gov- - QT some other .
side effects of this rapid pace.
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Speakers Join Delegates
In Nomination Struggle
The business of choosing a Re- -
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Cong. BRAD MORSE (R-Ma- ss.)
. . . to address tomorrow's convention
Drushal: "No Administrative AppointmBfit Is Permanent'
An exceptionally large turnout
of over 110 faculty members ap-
peared at Monday night's meeting
to vote on appointments to faculty
committees and to participate in
an advisory vote to the Board
of Trustees on the selection of
Frederick W. Cropp as Dean of
the College, as proposed by Presi-
dent Drushal.
The advisory vote, which came
after a long session of filling
faculty committees positions for
the coming year, was preceded
by very little debate. A few mem-
bers questioned whether a perman
ent appointment at this time would
freeze the administrative structure
before other possibilities could be
studied. Mr. Drushal replied that
no administrative appointments
were actually permanent since all
are subject to the continuing ap-
proval of the Trustees. Drushal al-
so maintained that the new ad-
ministration would be far from
complacent and was committed to
"improving the administrative
operation of the academic
Dr. Moldstad then raised doubts
as to the wisdom of selecting as
the two major administrators men
of largely the same "virtues." He
feared that many faculty mem-
bers, who had different views on
education, would feel unrepresent-
ed in such an administration.
President Drushal again replied,
pointing out that there would be
little sense in having a Dean with
views significantly different from
those of the President.
The appointment was approved
in the advisory vote, but one
faculty member felt that a sense of
a fait accompli existed at the meet
ing. Dean Cropp's abilities as an
efficient administrator were not
doubted in the course of the dis-
cussion.
The actual results of the vote,
are known only to the President,
the Secretary of the College, Miss
Vivian Holliday, and the Trus-
tees. The faculty themselves are
not informed of the outcome. One
member of the faculty maintained
that "a bulk of the no votes could
probably be attributed to newer,
younger and more transient fac
ulty members who do not yet have
a personal interest in the Wooster
(Continued on Page 5)
ing code, it is very loosely enforced
in the Bever-Sout- h area.
Chairmen Vie
For Power In
Convention Push
by DICK VODKA
National Chairman
One of the lessons of the Mock
Convention is that there is one
fool-pro-
of strategy for winning the
Presidential nomination. Each of
the leading candidates is following
a different path towards the neces-
sary 667 electoral votes.
The John V. Lindsay campaign,
led by Tom Turk, is probably the
most expensive
campaign. Lind-
say, as Mayor of
New York City,
has gained an
outstanding na-
tional reputa-
tion, especially
with respect to
the urban cris-
is. Lindsav has
served as Vice- - L,ndsay
Chairman of the President's Riot
Commission, and has spent count-
less nights walking the streets of
New York aiming to bring the
city government into contact with
the people.
Turk has prepared a number of
reprints of releases from Lindsay's
New York office, as well as copies
of original Lindsay material and
a vast number of red, white and
blue campaign stickers, now litter-in- g
the campus.
Richard Nixon's interests-
- sud- -
ported by Bill Palmer, are pushing
Nixon
the candidates
',-- view on nation- -
'i l al issues. As ah campaign hand- -
UUL Old ICS,
on has had, in
the past eight
years, "a rare
opportunity to
reflect and re-stud-y"
the prob- -
lems ot the
country, and the resulting pro-
posals are much more moderate
(Continued on Page 3)
Page Two
Mutual Confrontation
There is nothing like the phrase "communications gap" or even
"generation gap" to fill campaign talk, academic forums, and stu-
dent government campaign speeches. The constant discussion of
these so-call- ed "gaps" serves to create and expand them. The time
has come on this campus to fill in these "gaps," if indeed they exist.
To this end, we urge the creation of a Trustee Committee on
Student Relations. It would meet on a regular basis with a counter-
part student committee. It would serve a multitude of purposes and
functions. First, it would bypass the administration in presenting
serious matters to the Trustees. Second, it would put students on a
somewhat more equal basis with the faculty who already have such a
committee set-u- p with the Trustees. Third, it would demonstrate the in-
tensity that personal confrontation can create between students and
Trustees and that which a dry letter cannot. Fourth, it would show
a desire on the part of the Board to be subjected to student ideas and
demands on a regular basis. Fifth, students would undoubtedly ap-
preciate to a larger extent the workings of the Trustees.
We have seen what happens when a direct confrontation is only
planned on a regular basis. Last year, at a luncheon with Trustees,
student leaders were accused of being primed to discuss certain topics,
how to argue them, what points to bring out, etc. And when Trustees
compared notes afterwards, most of them saw that their notes were
quite similar. Last month, Trustees met with students selected at
random for lunch so what happened? Some Board members re-
fused to discuss campus or campus-relate- d issues, some turned the
meal into a lecture, and some attempted to rebut all arguments with-
out hearing them out. But the largest exercize in student futility was
a student committee commissioned by the Trustees themselves. The
Presidential Selection Committee in the end was coldly ignored.
How can students directly inform Trustees on a regular basis
of student sentiment? Do Trustees know the measure of (or lack of)
support by students for the new Dean? Do they care? Do Trustees
receive first-han- d recommendations for maior social and academic
changes advocated by students? Should they? Must students con-
stantly go through Galpinian bureaucracy to reach Trustees?
Realistically, this committee might end up doing little more
than conveying emotions but in a time like this when confidence
in Wooster's future is at low ebb, a formal link with students might
well be the best thing for Trustees to consider.
Game, Set, Match, God
Hidden on page 38 of The Works in section 8(H) 2 (a) is the
statement: All tennis courts are available for use . . . on weekdays
and after 12:00 Noon on Sundays. This is one of the most anachron
istic, trivial regulations this institution has on the books. Little if any
justification can be made for it. Now that compulsory freshman church
attendance is abolished, the rule is even more hypocritical.
In explaining Howard Lowry's justification for the rule's exist
ence, Dean Ralph Young said that he (Lowry) did not want any com
petition with Sunday morning church or related meetings. Thus the
rule. President Drushal gives a
.
two-pa- rt rationale. First, the new
Chapel might be next to the Hard Memorial Courts, and it would be
impractical to have tennis going on at the same time right next to
church services. His other reason is that "you need to have some
symbols here." These two reasons seem to avoid the issue.
The "competition" provided by tennis to a function to which
the college is supposedly committed leads us to an interesting analogy:
If
,
this were a city college, would tennis be allowed while open meetings
of City Council were in session? Or if it were a state school, would
tennis be permitted while the legislature met? The absurdity of the
rule and its justifications are quite apparent. Even if we were to
take the rule seriously at its face value, what about the non-Christia- ns
on campus aren't their privileges denied them? Maybe we're
all being fooled maybe God himself plays tennis on Sunday before
noon. Ponder the theological ramifications of that.
We submit that neither the college nor the church has anything
to gain by maintaining the rule. The school would do well to get rid
of such a meaningless and useless regulation.
(See picture and caption, page 6, on Sunday morning's protest.)
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VOICE Goes Underground
Expanding expression from the
paper to the plastic medium,
VOICE sponsors an Underground
Film Festival a study of experi-
mental cinema as an art form.
Last night's 90-minu- te program
of shorts, 'The International Un-
derground," featured movies from
six countries.
"The Scene," a look at New
York City's avant-gard- e movies,
will be shown next Thursday at
8 :30 p.m. in Lean Lecture Room of
Wishart, and will include eight
shorts taking off on all directions
of American life. $1 admission.
VOICE Friday, April 26, 1968
LoHors To Tho Editor
Willcox: Knock the Jocks?
To the Editor:
For this entire year, I have
read issue after issue of VOICE
and been rather sickened at the
thought that this often-distastefu- l,
distorted publication is credited
with having been published by
"the students at the College of
Wooster." This implies that the
views printed are those held by
the general student body. The is-
sue which concerns me most deep-
ly is the reporting of the supposed
general opinion against the new
physical education center and the
place of varsity athletics on the
campus.
The negative statements and im
plications are, I believe, usually
taken with a large gram of salt
by the majority of the student
body. But this paper is read by
many people outside the college
community, people who deserve to
know that there might be another
viewpoint. Most of the students
with whom I have talked, girls not
actively participating in athletics,
are opposed to the negative atti
tude expressed by VOICE on these
issues. Students are, in fact, ac
tively concerned with the comple
tion of the new physical education
facility. (Was the postive gesture
last month by the Women s Recre
ation Association in contributing
$lo5U toward this building re
ported in VOICE?) Perhaps a poll
of student opinion concerning the
new physical education center and
the continuation of the program
of varsity athletics, rather than
singling out a few vocally opposed
members of the faculty and the
student body, would produce a
more realistic point of view.
Diane E. Willcox
Editor's Note: Had either the donor or
IU1
prowess may also look to the
same source. These are some of the
programs in effect and in the
works, according to HEW Secre
tary Wilbur Cohen.
In student aid, the Work-Stud- y
plan has been under HEW since
1965. Cohen s office announced last
week that, well over 200,000 stu-
dents around the country can par-
ticipate. The federal share of the
plan is now 85 percent, but will be
reduced by next fall. Using Ohio
as an example, the program en
ables 51 schools, Wooster included,
to distribute almost $3 million to
over 6,000 students. Getting a job
through Work-btud- y enables a stu
dent to earn money, the school to
pay him at little expense, and the
government to subsidize education
on a personal level.
But Cohen says he has another
program in the works. The Office
of Education is ironing out details
in a project which will aid stu- -
III: ' Id&v -i i f -
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Cohen
THE GRADUATE
WASHINGTON (UPI) Draft Director Lewis B. Hershey believes the
Pentagon will have to add another 1 00,000 men to the quarter million in-
ductions planned for fiscal 1 969 if the Vietnam war does not end.
recipient of the $1850 informed VOICE
of the gift, it would have been reported.
Academic Decline
To the Editor:
Your report of President Dru-shaP- s
comment on the importance
of sports here brought to mind
several other thoughts on some
issues that are possibly connect-
ed.
I was able to obtain some fig-
ures from the Admissions Office on
the standings of the people enter-
ing the college over the past sev-
eral years. They show that over
the past three years a general de-
cline in S.A.T. scores and in the
percentage of entrants in the top
25 percent of their H. S. class has
taken place. Admissions glibly ex- -
Students who are in danger of dropping out of school
for financial or academic reasons will soon be able to receive
help on both from the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare. Schools which are lacking in academic or financial
dents who are on the verge of
dropping out for academic rea
sons. In addition, talk of HEW
loans to students is being put into
hard plans. This won t be an
nounced for a while, though.
Aid to schools isn't as easy as
assistance to individuals, and Co--
hen admits the problems brought
about by aid going to the wrong
schools for the wrong reasons.
HEW, however, has been given
adequate leeway in which to
maneuver. And the Office of Edu
cation evidently does not hesitate
to take full advantage of this,
either.
The most basic question, it ap
pears, is that of institutional grants
versus project grants. In the first,
a sum of money is given to one
school to do with as it sees fit, with
no federal guidelines. A project
grant is just what the name im-
plies a grant for a specified en-
deavor, such as biological re-
search, or geological equipment.
"A project grant is relatively
simple," explains Mr. Cohen, "it
involves giving a sum of money
to an individual or department for
a specific project in which the re-cipie- nt
is qualified and has shown
some competence." The standards
are relatively easy each case is
weighed on its own merits. But
how can it be determined which
institutions should be perpetuated
by federal government grants?
How should the government make
the distinction of what school is
worthy and what school is not
worthy of continuing? Cohen
(Continued on Page 3)
This is the conclusion of a two-pa- rt
story resulting from a VOICE
interview with HEW Secretary
Wilbur Cohen.
plains away the drop in the SAT.
scores by saving that scores are
down all over because the test is
being made harder. They offer no
explanation of the drop in the per-
centage of students in the top
fourth of their class, however, and
this drop is much more pronoun
ced as the figures show.
Percentage in Top Graduating Class
Class of 1968
Class of 1969
Class of 1970
Class of 1971
Men
78.9
71.5
65.9
58.7
Women
89.9
89.9
79.7
83.5
Assuming that S.A.T.'s are
harder, shouldn't the attainments
of the entrants be relatively the
same with regard to their work in
high school? Or, if the emphasis
is not on past scholastic achieve-
ments what is it on the number
of Varsity Letters won? Perhaps
we should include a figure in the
data to illustrate that too. If the
college is really striving to main-
tain the high academic standing
that it has obtained, what is the
explanation for this drop in the
quality of the students accepted?
The question arouses some serious
doubt and concern in my mind.
Bernard Wright
Gore Gored
To the Editor:
It is indeed nice that Mr. Gore
is sufficiently self-critic- al to realize
that he didn't merit a standing
ovation at his March 24 recital,
but from my point of view, he is
being more than just moderately
hypocritical. He announced that
this would be his last performance
to the 150-memb- er concert choir
that constitutes, in my book, a
public announcement. I submit
that Mr. Gore is either suffering
from a very faulty memory, or
else he deliberately attempted to
garner an ovation, of which he
could then gallantly disclaim any
knowledge.
Mr. Gore has also made the
direct implication that the students
of the College are nothing but a
bunch of hayseeds who don't have
the cultural background to be able
to distinguish between a good
musical performance and a bad
one, and he has therefore estab-
lished himself, as a paragon of
musical judgment, to decide what
is good and what is not. I assume
that at future concerts, he will
stand in the front row, and give
a series of pre-arrang- ed signals to
the audience, thereby letting them
know if they should applaud, hiss,
stand up for an ovation, or walk
out. It may seem to be a bold and
radical concept to Mr. Gore, but
we, the ignorant music lovers in
this world, decide who is great
and who is not. Bernstein wouldn't
be Bernstein without an audience
who loved him just as Gore
wouldn't be Gore. It's something
to think about.
George R. Pilcher
Friday, April 26, 1968 VOICE Page Three
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college students
everywhere, es-- f A j, f
pecially non-Re- - .
publicans. r " ' -- T
As the inde-
pendent Repub-
lican governor
of New York,
(Continued from Page 1)
than many people give him credit
for.
Palmer reports that Nixon al-
ready has support pledged from
New Hampshire, Indiana and Wis-
consin. Nixon's National Head-
quarters in Washington and the
Gallup Polls have assisted Palmer
greatly in his efforts. Last week's
Poll showed Nixon running ahead
of all three Democratic Presiden-
tial candidates.
Gov. Nelson Rockefeller was the
choice of the Wooster Convention
in 1964,and still
retains a large
following among b
Rockefeller
Rockefeller has
a national reputation as a liberal,
even though he will not campaign
for the nomination. Chris Senior,
campaign chairman for Rockefel-
ler in the Mock Convention, is
hoping to preserve his candidate's
standing as the front runner, and
emphasizes, of course, that he will
be the probable winner in Novem-
ber.
The two other major campaigns
Senator Charles Percy (Doug
Linton, campaign chairman) and
Gov. Ronald Reagan (Jinx Hamil-
ton) are not as strong as the first
three, but both have enough votes
to have an influence on the final
outcome.
Percy is running as an anti-
war liberal; and since he is an
attractive man
with a good rec- - o
ord, he c a n
count on a if
fairly large
block of votes.
Linton sees
Percy as a pos-
sible dark horse
I i
compro mise
candidate, and Percy
contends that,
should he lose this contest, Percy
(0
would be one of the strongest can-
didates for the Vice-Presidenti- al
nomination.
Reagan, the strongest conserva-
tive, is supported in many South-
ern and West- -
ft
could
1
Reagan
emerge
ern states.
Three of the ten
" largest states
are backing him
as their first or
second choice.
In the event of
a deadlock be-
tween the top
three o r four
candidates, h e
as an acce ptablt
cnoice.
Several men who started as
minor candidates have been col-
lecting increased support. Senator
Mark Hatfield (Oregon), sup-
ported by Dave Marx, is the most
anti-Vietna-
m war candidate being
placed before the Convention.
There is a possibility, then, that
many McCarthy supporters will
back Hatfield tomorrow. Besides
his home state, Hatfield also has
the support of Virginia and New
Mexico.
Claude Kirk, Florida governor,
is the most conservative man going
before the Convention, and he may
collect considerable support in the
South, unless an arrangement is
worked out with the Reagan group
in advance.
Several favorite state chairmen,
pushing personal favorites, have
gone outside of their states for
support, including Rogers Morton
of Maryland and J. Irwin Miller
from Indiana, pushed by the D.G
delegation. According to Dan Sa-b- o,
chairman for Goldwater, Barry
may be the real dark-hors- e candi
date.
The candidacy of J. Irwin Mil
ler, cover-bo- y for the October, '67
Esquire (on display at the Lib
center desk) is gaining unexpect-
ed, strength. Miller, who accord-
ing to Esquire "should be the next
President of the United States,"
already reportedly has two states
sewn up for the first ballot and ex-
pects four or five more.
j
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John Gaston Mareer Hall, home of em- - former HEW Secretary, John Gardner
bryonic biologists, will be dedicated (above). This address will take place at
Sunday. The principal speaker will be 3 p.m. in Memorial Chapel.
IN NEW MATTER HALL
BioBuildingBegins
College Ave Career
The dedication of the modern the project. Funds arc still needed
biology center, which brings Mr. to complete financing of the $1V2
John Gordner to campus, honors million building.
the memory of the late Dr. John
Goston Mateer. A native of Woos-te- r
and graduate of the College,
Dr. Mateer was Physician-in-Chie- f
and Head of the Department of
Medicine in Detroit. He died in
September 1966.
Mateer Hall will include a lower
level room seating 250 persons and
three stories of laboratories de-
signed for general biological
studies, specialized subjects such
as bacteriology-histology- , and in-
dividual research by junior and
Mr. and Mrs. Ward M. Canaday senior biology majors. In addi- -
of Toledo, by bestowing a pattern tion, the third floor will have a
gift and stimulating gifts from departmental library, several staff
friends, provided the impetus to offices, and, a greenhouse. .
HEW Considers New Grants
(Continued from Page 2)
readily adds that frankly some
schools don't deserve to be per-
petuated. To get around this sticky
question, "group grants" are being
looked at. In this, HEW would
give a group of schools a sum of
money to work on one project,
such as a group of Ohio colleges
for developing techniques and use
of computers. Or for a common
library for schools which are geo-
graphically close.
Other problems of institutional
grants crop up. It is hard to ap-
proach a grant when you don't
look at the specifics of a school.
J. Irwin Miller
FOR PRESIDENT
Is it too late for a man of
honesty, high purpose and in-
telligence to be elected Presi-
dent of the United States in
1968? J. Irwin Miller should
be the next President.
Esquire, Oct., '67
Says NYC Mayor Lindsay: "Wouldn't
Irwin Miller be great? He's one of
tht groat people of this world. He's
got insight, humor, wisdom, saltiness.
How could we get him to run?"
Mock Convention Delegates
can help J. IRWIN MILLER!
SUPPORT HIM ON
EVERY BALLOT
TOMORROW
Schools as a whole have too many
factors to consider to determine
whether or not it srets a blanket
grant. A more basic question is
how to determine the amount? By
enrollment? This rewards quan-
tity, not quality. Schools like
Wooster would be left in the cold.
By quality? Then you perpetuate
the good schools and leave the
near good ones far behind. Des
pite all the drawbacks, Cohen has-
tens to add, "I am, however, sym
pathetic to the idea of institutional
grants ; it's simply a matter of how
you determine who gets how
much."
The Office of Education has to
go by some criteria set out in
the Higher Education Act of 1965
and subsequent amendments. One
of these is that aid goes to ac
credited schools. The HEW head
says he doesn't think an accredited
school necessarily makes a good
school, but it is the only yardstick
to go by at this time. How then,
do you help a school like Miles
College? This can be done in a
group grant. For instance, if Miles
needs better equipment for ac-
creditation, money might be given
to a group of schools in that area
for a center housing this equip
ment. Or ioint Urban Studies pro
grams could be set up. Cohen also
mentioned the "loan" from one
school to another of faculty. Just
last week under Title III of the
Higher Education Act's "develop-
ing institutions" clause, a program
whereby 20 professors from lead-
ing universities will each teach one
semester at one of the component
schools of the Atlanta University
Center complex. The A.U. Center
is comprised of four schools, Clark
College, Morehouse, Morris Brown
and Spelman, whose enrollment is
mainly Negro. In this HEW spon-
sored program, the "Distinguished
Visiting Professors Program" has
as its goal to improve the quality
and offerings at these schools.
There are the omnipresent po-
litical ploys attached to any gov-
ernment grant program, and Co-
hen says one of the more useless
ones is a stipulation insisted on by
Congressman Broyhill. This rider
says that no money can go to
people who incite or provoke civil
disorder. Opposition comes on two
grounds principle and practical
ity. It seems to violate a basic
principle of academic freedom;
and it is impossible to enforce yet
creates needless paperwork.
Political problems are easy to
find in HEW. Cohen says he's find-
ing that of late the big problem
in implementing aid to school sys-
tems which are desegrated is in
the North, not the South, where
cooperation has been improving
lately. Of course, the problem of
enforcement remains in the South,
but Cohen adds, "In each of the
last three years, more progress has
been made than in the previous
year."
The straightjacket Congressional
regulations put on his agency
make it impossible to make "risk"
grants, as foundations do. Cohen
says he can't afford to be experi-
mental with grants. But he does
say that he'd like nothing better
than about $10 million to experi-
ment with in his department.
SGA Reports
The Lowry Student Center wil
open next fall and will undoubt-
edly reorient student life on the
campus. The Center itself can
really become anything students
want, for, to a great extent, stu-
dents will run the Center. They
will have the opportunity to initi-
ate any programs that they wish
to see in the union, and if the
union somehow fails to become an
effective Center, the fault will lie
not with administrators, but with
students themselves.
The Lowry Center will be gov-
erned by a Lowry Center Board,
and the Board for next year is to
be chosen within the next two
weeks. The membership of the
Board is, at this moment, only a
proposal; that is, the Board for-
mat has not yet been approved by
the Board of Trustees. Nonetheless,
since this approval is expected and
since a lot of work must be done
to prepare the Center for
,
next
year, the temporary Board is now
proceeding to form the Lowry Cen-
ter Board, the highest board di-
rectly governing the student union.
The Board will consist of 14
members, with eight of these be-
ing students. Three faculty mem-
bers will sit on the Board along
with the College Business Man-
ager, the Dean of Students, and
the Director of Lowrv Center. The
eight students will consist of the
following: SGA President (Trevor
Sharp), SGA Vice-Preside-nt for
Social Programs (Marcia Bundy),
a treasurer, a secretary, two stu-
dents elected by the student body,
and two students from the Pro-
gram Board (the Program Board
consists of the chairman of pro-
gram committees D.A.N.C.E.,
Movies, etc.) The Board, meaning
the above positions, must be filled
within two weeks.
Elections for the two students
who want to run for the two elec-
tive positions on the Board will
be next Wednesday, May 1. Those
choosing to run must take out pe-
titions and obtain 75 signatures
to be eligible. In addition, the of-
fices of secretary and treasurer are
open to petitioners. For these two
positions, the temporary Board
will consider petitions and appoint
two petitioners to the open posi-
tions.
In all, four positions are open.
Two positions are elective and two
arc appointive. Students who are
interested in serving on the Board
are urged to try both methods
(election and appointment) to
make the Board. These positions
are the most important on campus
as far as influencing social life is
concerned. If you seriously want
a better social program for Woos-
ter, and are willing to work for it,
this is your opportunity. Your
ideas can make a difference in how
effective our union will be. You
have until May 1 to do something.
Don't miss that deadline.
Theatre Of Brutality Is
Presaged In 'The Visit'
Maurice Valency's adaptation of
The Visit, a highly acclaimed
drama written by Friedrich Duer-renmat- t,
will be presented by the
Little Theatre as the Color Day
play.
It has been called a modern
allegory, a morality play, a politi-
cal tragedy, and has been identi
fied as a restrained version of ab-
surd theatre. Duerrenmatt has
captured the best of many forms
in its writing and has added to this
his unerring sense of the theatri-
cal.
The story concerns the return of
the world's richest woman to her
native town and its run-dow- n
citizenry. She offers a fantastic
sum of money to both town and
people in exchange for the life of
her former lover who betrayed her
some 30 years previous. The moral
question grows more difficult to
answer as the image of the gift
takes hold, and we witness, just
before the conclusion, the art of
rationalization at its best.
Carolyn Slack and Gary Hous-
ton star in the roles of the aging
lovers. Supporting cast includes
Kussell Badger, William Layman,
Tom Clark, David Ellwell, Ralph
Day, David Scott, and Bob Lavery.
The play is being directed by Win-for- d
Logan. It opens on Wednes-
day night, May 1, and plays
through Color Thy. Tickets avail-
able at the Little Theatre Box Of-
fice, Wishart Hall.
Page Four
Pink Re-Reclassif- ied
Sophomore Philip Pink, whose
selective service classification had
recently been changed from 2-- S
to 1-- A, received word from the
local board that he is 2-- S again.
Pink had presented a personal ap-
peal to the full board (Local 124)
last Thursday night. Accompany-
ing him was Dean of Men, Ralph
A. Young. Also present at the ap-
peal meeting, was Mrs. Rex Mc-Sweene- y,
field clerk supervisor of
the Wayne County Board. Pink
said after his Thursday night ses-
sion with the board that they were
quite respectful of his point of
view and were "very nice through-
out the meeting." On Saturday he
received his new classification.
It was Mrs. McSweeney's
charges against Pink and three
others back in December which
led to the eventual arrest, convic-
tion, and jail term of the four stu-
dents involved in a draft protest.
Earlier this month an American
Civil Liberties Union lawyer said
he was looking into the possibility
of reopening; that case. There have
been no further developments
since that time.
MILLIONS of young men are playing
this new game (see right). This local
board game is available throughout the
country at your neighborhood Selective
Service Office.
McCarthyites Push
Toward May 7
With just 10 days before the
Ohio primary elections on May 7,
the Wooster Students for Mc-
Carthy have a great deal of work
ahead of them. Last weekend ap-
proximately 40 students went door
to door in the city of Wadsworth.
A sample ballot, listing the names
of the candidates for delegates and
alternates to the August conven-
tion, was distributed along with
leaflets describing some of the pro-posa- ls
of Senator McCarthy.
Several residents helped in map-
ping out the city for the student
groups. High school students from
the area also participated in the
effort. Wadsworth is approxi-
mately 60 percent Republican,
with the remainder split between
Democrats and Independents. Can-
vassers found that a significant
number of the. registered Republi-
cans are favorably impressed by
McCarthy and indicated that they
may well vote Democrat in Novem-
ber if they see nothing new in
their own party. In general, how-
ever, most citizens of Wadsworth,
largely a suburban area for Ak-
ron, arc apathetic to the political
events of 1968. This situation
could actually aid McCarthy since
manv of those people who do plan
to vote show interest and respect
fbr the Minnesota benator.
In Medina and Brunswick, the
other major population centers,
registration figures are also very
low. These two cities will be the
tarsrets for the final week of cam
paigning, particularly Brunswick,
which is the largest Democratic
concentration in Medina County.
Funds are still needed, both for
the Wooster group and for the
13th District Citizens for Mc
Carthy, centered at Oberlin. Sena
tor McCarthy was in Cleveland last
Monday to speak at several rallies
and confer with candidates for the
large Ohio delegation. Most of the
national effort is currently center-e- d
on the important Indiana pri-
mary (also May 7) and the com-
ing contests in Oregon and
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Mock Convention
(Continued from Page 1)
the delegates will vote on the en-
tire platform.
Keynote Speaker Rep. F. Brad
ford Morse (Mass.), a liberal Re
publican leader in the House, be
gins the afternoon session. A mem
ber of the House Foreign Affairs
Committee, Morse is now serving
his fourth term in Congress.
Roll call of the states for nomin
ations starts at 2 p.m. Primary
delegates, including Nixon, Rocke-
feller, Lindsay, Reagan and Hat-
field, plus a number of "favorite
by JIM FOARD
By the rude bridge that arched the flood,
Their flag to April's breeze, unfurled,
Here once the embattled farmers stood,
And fired the shot heard round the
world.
-- Emerson's "Concord Hymn"
Since Spring Fever Day, April
19, was the 193rd anniversary of
the battle, of Lexington and Con-
cord, several Wooster students
participated in a dramatic re-enactm- ent
of the event under the
guise of a game of "Capture the
Flag." The object of the game is
to attack enemy territory and steal
their flag without being' "cap-
tured" by the tag of an opponent.
Because a person risks capture and
servitude for the sake of the
team, he learns basic patriotic
values that are vital to his educa-
tion for citizenship in the spirit
of our founding fathers.
To enhance the authenticity of
this game, a 48-sta- r flag and a
patriotically colored piece of bunt-
ing, purchased at a Good Will
store for 29 cents, were used as
the two flags. The 48-st- ar flag was
stretched out on the ground near
Westminster, facing Beall Avenue.
Suddenly through every Middle-
sex, village, and farm, there rose
EIGHT WOOSTER
students display an
inexpensive 48-st- ar
flag purchased at a
Good Will shop. The
students were play-
ing "capture the
flag" when a local
constable on patrol
detained them. To
the rescue came
Dean of Men Ralph
A. Young. The spring
fever day event was
finalized by a round
of applause for the
policeman.
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sons" will all be presented.
A two hour break for bargain-
ing and dinner will precede the
second ballot voting, scheduled to
begin by 7:15. After each ballot
the Convention will break for 10
minutes to allow state chairmen
time to round-u- p the uncommited
state i votes.
It is expected that four or five
ballots will be voted on before a
single candidate finally garners
667 electoral votes and the Presi-
dential nomination.
Roll call for Vice-Preside- nt fol-
lows the Presidential candidate se-
lection.
National Chairman Dick Vodra
will then deliver the closing
T8WH m mm fim-ta- b nn
the alarm, "The cops are coming."
The students gathered around the
squad car (complete with a shot-
gun in the .front seat) to learn that
they were breaking a law against
"desecrating the American Flag"
by their patriotic celebration.
When told that this flag was an
old, worn, 48-sta- r, and therefore
non-America- n flag, the officer re-
plied, "I don't care if it's a 13-sta- r
flag" a very appropriate
comment for the occasion. A pass-
ing motorist had complained to
the police, and the officer's main
worry was that other motorists
would not realize it was only a
48-st- ar flag. Then a debate ensued
over the meaning of symbol in
American life and the existence of
Alaska and Hawaii. Finally, Dean
Ralph A. Young, who had been
summoned by the police, arrived
and agreed that the students could
find better things than flags to use
as flags. He then led the students
in a round of applause for the of
ficer s method of handling the situ
ation. In closing, let us recall the
last lines of Emerson's Concord
Hymn:
Bid Time and Nature gently spare
The shaft we raise to them and thee
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Snaliequacp 0t booster
Senior Tom McDonald investigated aspects of Wooster's social
life as part of his Independent Study program in Sociology this year.
An 11 percent random sample of. the student body through ques-
tionnaires was coded and run through the Counter-Sorter- . McDonald
discovered some rather interesting
facts about dating patterns and
the degree of satisfaction with so-
cial facilities at the College and
in the town.
It was found that 48.9 percent
of the students are unattached.
10.9 percent of the student body
never date to activities on campus,
while 27.2 percent of the students
never date within the city. 54.3
percent of the students date for
companionship, while only 50 per-
cent go to college functions. Talk-
ing on a date is the first priority
for 59.8 percent, while "only 8.7
percent would like to neck and
only 3.3 percent would like to
drink alcohol." Almost half of
those questioned confessed that
the entertainment facilities on
campus severely restrict their dat-
ing. Nine out of ten students con-
tended that the facilities in the city
itself are very limited.
"63 percent of the students
claim that they have seen students
which they would like to date but
don't know them well enough to
do so." Unfortunately only a min-orit- y
expressed optimism that the
new student union will stimulate
campus social life.
Several other statistics on Woos-
ter's student body came out in the
study. 13 percent of all students
have cars on campus, and two-third- s
of the sample admitted that
those with cars have an "unfair
FOR DRUGS
"Closest to the Campus'
Responsible
Leadership
Valuable-Experi- ence
Sincere
Understanding
advantage" over those who do not.
Two problem areas were evident in
that less than 5 percent agreed
that the College "offers a high
degree of privacy for a couple,"
s 1 UUUIUWUUILt-.;- .
i
A COUPLE
. . . in the privacy of the Andrews
Library terrace.
and only "3.9 percent of the wo-
men feel that the men are aggres-
sive daters."
McDonald reached four general
conclusions from his findings.
There is a definite lack of
entertainment within the city of
Wooster. A new movie theater, a
miniature golf course with a driv-
ing range, a few respectable night
dubs and a nice place to eat would
be a good start.
There is an urgent need for
privacy on campus.
Students need more oppor-
tunities to increase "student fam-
iliarity."
There appears to be a rela-
tively high degree of apathy per-tainin- g
to the activities on campus
as well as to the effectiveness of
ihe new student union. More big
name entertainment must be im-
ported like the Ramsey Lewis Trio
Concert of last year.
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VOTE FOR
Six years experi-
ence in Congress
President of a ma-
jor business con-
cern at age 33
Broad experience in
industry, agricul-
ture, and civic
affairs
,
From a distinguish-
ed family who
have served as
soldiers and states-
men since the
founding of our
country
ROGERS C. B. MORTON
for President
NICK AMSTER'S
Weather Vane - Forecast
Coffege Campus Sveepstakes
CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR 14th WINNER!
MARVIN SHIE
Stop in at your convenience and select your box of
MANHATTAN PERMANENT PRESS DRESS SHIRTS. Did
you miss your chance to win this PRIZE? Don't miss
the next drawing, May 4th .. . and it will be the last.
A $27.50 Lord Jeff Sweater.
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MORE ON
Faculty Meeting
(Continued from Page 1)
tradition and are not so deeply
dedicated to the conception of edu-
cation shared by more seasoned
Woosterians."
In other business,' two of Presi-
dent Drushal's new proposals were
reported on favorably. A member
of the Trustees will be invited to
attend each faculty meeting, and
once each semester there will be
a meeting of the faculty open to
all members of the Wooster com-
munity.
Included among the new faculty
committee appointments are the
following: Christianson on Educa-
tional Policy; Williams and Mo
Call on Teaching Staff and Ten-
ure; Reimer, Hodges, Holliday on
Conference with Trustees Commit-
tee; Peyton and one other on Aca-
demic Standards; and Gore and
Urang on next year's SFRC.
Concluded one faculty mem-
ber, who is considering an ap-
pointment elsewhere: "For those
faculty whose devotion to a dif-
ferent idea of higher (liberal)
education, which emphasizes intel-
lectual pursuits rather than ad-
ministration, fund raising and an
emphasis on athletics, is so strong
as to overcome their attachment
to Wooster, the alternative is ob-
vious:' leave."
VOICE Pg8 Fire
Viet Teach-i-n Next Thursday
Crucial problems created by the war in Vietnam and its inter-nation- al
and domestic effects will get a thorough treatment from out-
side speakers, Wooster faculty and students next Thursday, May 2,
in an all day Teach-in- . Sponsored by the College's Social Action
Committee, the event will include
lectures, debates and films all
aimed at increasing awareness and
knowledge of war-relate- d topics
from morality to economics.
The draft will come under
scrutiny as well. Lt. Col. Leland,
District Prosecutor for the Selec-
tive Service System in Baltimore,
will present a case in favor of
the draft. Wooster alumnus Russ
Badger, drafted two years ago,
has agreed to describe for interest-
ed students the details of the draft.
Rep. John Ashbrook and Carl
Oglesby, former president of Stu-
dents for a Democratic Society and
co-auth- or with Dr. Richard Shaull
of Containment and Change, have
also been invited to speak. Neither
has officially accepted yet.
Arnold Lewis, of Wooster's Art
Department, will deal with the ef-
fects of the Vietnam war in other
nations. Richard Reimer will dis-
cuss some of the economic aspects
of the war. And J. Arthur Baird's
address will focus on morality and
the war.
Among other faculty members
participating are James Norton
and Burton Cooper (Religion),
Henry Copeland and James Hod-
ges (History), Gunnar Urang
(English), and Rev. Ray Swartz-bac- k
from Westminster Church.
An additional off-camp- us speak-
er representing the Socialist Work- -
So he finally asked you?
Be the Belle of the Ball
in your Spring Formal
from
Hurry, while the selection is still large enough
to fit your moods!
The Thinking Man's Choice
You can't just wish your way out of
the kind of problems we've got today.
You've got to THINK them through
and that takes a lifetime of getting
ready.
Think about Vietnam. A brutal conflict
that tears the nation. A new kind of
war against a new kind of enemy,
that requires new concepts of con-
certed military, political and diplo-
matic effort. This is a time when we
must explore every avenue toward
settlement but keep up our guard
against the temptations of a camou-
flaged surrender.
Think about your dollar. Weakened
and shrunk by buy-now-pay-l- ater
politics, eaten by taxes, threatened by
the balance of payments and the gold
drain. It's going to take skill and
understanding to get an $800 billion
economy back on the track and
keep it there.
Think about the cities. About the civil
war ripping our nation apart. About
violence and crime and despair. About
the need for both the rule of law
and the light of hope. About the new
statesmanship needed to make our
nation whole again by making our
people one again.
Think about the world. Its complexity
and its challenge. Russia. China.
NATO. SEATO, the OAS, the U.N.,
Europe, the Middle East, Africa, Latin
America, Asia. Nuclear arms and dip-
lomatic maneuvers. A world entering
the most dangerous period in its his-
tory, and looking to the United States
for leadership that can take it safely
through.
Think about the Presidency. Its awe-
some powers and its lonely respon-
sibilities. The range of things a Pres-
ident has to think about, know about.
The great decisions that he alone can
make, and that may determine the
fate of freedom for generations to
come and even the survival of civil-
ization.
Think about the one man who Is best
qualified for that office. With the
sure hand, the balanced Judgment,
the combination of seasoned experi-
ence and youthful vigor. The one man
who has gained a perspective on the
Presidency unique In our time from
20 years in public life, eight years of
them at the very center of power
followed by a rare opportunity to re-
flect and re-stu- dy, and to measure
the pressing needs of America and
the world in this final third of the
20th Century. The one man prepared
by history for the world's toughest
job the one man who can really
make a difference in these troubled,
dangerous times.
NIKON'S THE ONE.'
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The Chicago Literary Review
featuring:
p. 4 Jeff Mclntyre on
The Great Society Reader: The Falure of American Liberalism
Edited by Marvin E. Gettlcman and David Mcrmelstcin
p. 6 Robert Levering on
The Obstructed Path: French Social Thought in the Years
,
oj Desperation, 1930-196- 0
By H. Stuart Hughes
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ers Party, and as yet unnamed,
has accepted an invitation to speak
as well.
The films to be shown, include
The Language of Faces, an anti-
war film with 11 film festival
awards; The Magician, Grand Pre-
mier Award winner at the 1962
Bergamo Film Festival; Who
Owns Tony Valdez, a film about
the draft; and Time of the Locust.
In cooperation with the day of
emphasis on Vietnam, the SGA
will sponsor the award-winnin- g
film Inside North Vietnam, a full-lengt- h
motion picture by Felix
Green.
The Teach-i- n will begin at ap-
proximately 9:45 on Thursday
morning on the steps of Andrews
Library.
LAST CHANCE TO
RESERVE YOUR SEAT ON
NEXT SUMMER'S
Flight to Paris
Round Trip
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FLAIR TRAVEL
CONSULTANTS
346 EAST BOWMAN ST.
Headquarters
Your EURAIL PASS
264-650- 5
The final conctrt of the Scot Sym-
phonic Band will bo givon on Sunday,
May 5, at 3 In Qulnby Quadrangle. Tho
concert will be moved to Memorial
Chapel in cast of rain, and no admis-
sion will be charged. Other caor Color
Day events Include the Pageant on Satur-
day, a production of "Tho Visit," Wed-
nesday through Saturday, and tho "super
athelete contest" following a Friday box
supper picnic for those eating on campus.
This year's queen Is Becky Blackburn;
her court consists of Hannah Hone, Gisele
Fitch, Linda Taylor, Marcla Bundy and
Jane Poff. Full schedule of events will
appear around campus, in dorms, and
in next week's VOICE.
O The Marjorie S. Golder Award will
be presented Monday evening at the an-
nual Women's Affairs Board Honors Ban-
quet. Carol Hackler, Kitty O'Neill, Susan
Stranahan, Meg Wanty, and Diane Will-co- x
are candidates for the award which
is given to the "senior woman who has
shown outstanding qualities of service,
leadership, and scholarship while at
Wooster."
O Wooster students, along with others
around the country, will no longer be
able to take advantage of Eastern Air-
lines half-far- e specials, effective this
Sunday. Eastern joints Delta, Alle-
gheny, National and Braniff (the last two
will also switch the same day) to a two-thir- ds
rate confirmed reservation plan.
TWA, United and American will continue
to use the half fare system. As a possible
inducement for students to enlist In the
armed forces, military passenger will con-
tinue to fly half-fa- re standby.
There will be a dialogue on the
U.S. Riot Commission Report on Tuesday
evening, April 30, at 7t30 In the Church
House Lounge. Professor James Hodges
will lead the discussion, which has been
planned by the Campus Life Committee.
All are welcome.
All those students interested in
living in a German House during the
coming academic year please register
with the German Department.
The Bloodmobile will be at the
Church House this Tuesday, April 30,
between noon and 5 p.m. Sign the chart
in the Library by 7 p.m. tomorrow if
you wish to be a donor.
First Section will present an original
90-minu- te film, The Beta Affair, on May
2 in the Lean Lecture Room.
Selective Service Maze (elsewhere in
this Issue) is printed on the back cover
of "The New Draft Law: A Guide for
Lawyers and Counselors," published by
National Lawyers Guild, 1967, 134 pp.
$10 soft cover; $5 looseleaf (for stu-
dents), editor Ann Fagan Ginger. A com-
panion publication, "Special (issue en
Selective Service, The Guild Practitioner'
Is priced at $1; both available from Box
673, Berkeley, Calif. 94701.
THE SMOKE-A-COK- E is not Run
By Little Old Ladies.
THE SMOKE-A-COK- E offers you
a place to sit
where you are not stared at.
THE SMOKE-A-COK- E gives you
better food and more of it.
Why go to the antiseptic Airy Dairy?
The SHACK
Jfojernaliimal (Center-Mcademt- q JRes afch 3
A)
1492 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02135
The International Center for Academic Research is designed to help
every student achieve his maximum potential in the subject, or sub-
jects, of his choice.
We at The International Center for Academic Research are proud that
these outstanding instructional techniques have shown proven results
for decades.
OUR GUARANTEE
The International Center for Academic Research, after exhaustive
studies, is able to give a complete money back guarantee: If after
following instructions faithfully you have not increased your scholastic
standings noticeably, your money will be completely refunded.
Special introductory offer expires May 1, 1968. Price thereafter $3.95
per course. For personalized assistance send $1.00 per course to:
The International Center for Academic Research
1492 Commonwealth Ave.
Boston, Mass. 02135
PLEASE INCLUDE:
Name 1.
Address - 2.
City State 3.
Zip Code 4.
College or U 5.
Course:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Last
Semester's
Average
Special group rates for fraternities and sororities. 20 discount for groups of
ten or more. Please include organization title ----
Allow 4 to 6 weeks for processing and delivery.
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Sailing Smooth
At Indiana U.
by HARRIET HALL
The Wooster Sailing Club
opened its regular spring sailing
season by bringing a trophy home
from Indiana University, and fol-
lowed that by a somewhat less suc-
cessful trip to the Columbus Star
Trophy Regatta at Ohio State.
The sailors' trip to Bloomington,
Ind., last month, was made excit-
ing by an 18-ho- ur drive through
the season's last big snowstorm.
Notre Dame received first place,
with Wooster getting second. The
other three schools sailing were
Maryville, University of Cincinnati
and Indiana.
Wooster's A division skipper
was Mike Bentley, and skippering
in B division was Vern Zvoleff.
Their respective crews were Har-
riet Hall and Laura Jordan.
April 13 and 14 the team jour-neye-d
to Columbus to compete
with 13 other schools. Wooster
took a seventh place, with the first
six places going to Ohio State,
Michigan State, Notre Dame, Ohio
Wesleyan, Ohio University, Uni-
versity of Detroit. Other schools
participating were John Carroll,
Wisconsin, Kent State, Purdue
and Toledo.
Wooster's A skipper was Mike
Bentley, with B division skippering
done by Steve Hale, Joel Andrews,
and Laura Jordan. Crews were
Laura Jordan, Margaret Minor,
Jeff Earl, Steve Hale and Joel
Andrews.
This weekend the club travels to
University of Michigan for the
MSCA Area A eliminations, the
qualifying regatta for the MSCA
championship which will be held
at Iowa Mav 11 and 12. The club
is also hosting a regatta on their
home waters at Charles Mill Ke
servoir May 4.
Though this limerick is not very versey,
It's written in praise of Chuck Percy.
If you vote for our man
He'll do all he can,
And you'll never regret it, I daresayl
Give Goldwater
A Second Chance
And He'll Give
You One!
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SUNDAY MORNING all students,
faculty, and administrators are
invited to help break one of
Wooster's most absurd rules.
Over 100 (and possibly many
more) people are expected to
fill the Hard Memorial Courts on
Beall Ave. at 11:15 a.m. in a
display of civil disobedience of
the rule posted there (see photo).
Refreshments will be handled by
the CCA.
Live musicians are scheduled
to appear in the event they
cannot, a hi-- fi setup will supply
mood music for the festivities,
Participants and observers have
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'Ahmm test Record;
Lords, Irnmm
by LARRY UNDBERG
The young Wooster lacrosse team, rebounding from
an early season loss, roared past both Kenyon and Oberlin
last week to up their season's record to 2-- 1.
In the home opener against a stubborn Kenyon varsity
the Scots captured their first vie
tory of the season. The stickmen
started slowly and left the field at
halftime even at 4-- 4. The second
half was all Wooster, however, as
a fired-u- p attack streaked five
goals past a bewildered Kenyon
goalie. The defense, equally tough,
bottled up the Lords, allowing only
two goals in the final two periods.
Leading all scorers were Tom La- -
I Monica and Steve Lynch, each
THERE IS A RULE
which forbids use of
the tennis courts be-
fore noon Sundays.
A scene similar to
that at left will be
seen at 11:15 this
Sunday morning as
hundreds will protest
this rule. Earlier this
semester two stu-
dents were asked to
leave the courts be-
hind Andrews on a
Sunday morning by
a campus cop when
they were kicking
around a soccer ball.
(See Editorial, p. 2)
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been urged to come dressed for
tennis and to fill the courts. For
those who opt to go to church,
the sponsors of this affair re--
quest you drop by afterwards
to participate in andor observe
this gala event.
with three goals. Single goals were
tossed in by Greg Johnson, led
Caldwell and Jon Strater as the
Scots put the game away 9-- 6.
On Monday, the stickmen tra
veled to Oberlin to meet the Yeo
men's JV squad. Repeating their
first half performance against Ken-
yon, the Scots started slowly and
once again found the score four
all at the half. Tempers flared in
a violent second half as Scot de
fensemen Steve Larson and Don
Crocker leveled an Oberlin oppon
ent with a fine defensive maneu
ver. In an ensuing scuffle the Yeo
man was ejected from the game
for fighting and the fired-u- p Scots
went on to crush Oberlin .10-- 7
Highlighting the contest was the
excellent defensive work turned in
by two reserve defensemen, Terry
Hatcher and Dave Wolff. In the
offensive department, Steve Lynch
poured in four goals while Ted
Caldwell and Tom LaMonica add
ed three and two respectively. Set
ting up four of these goals was
John Middaugh who was credited
with four fine assists. Another
bright spot was seen in the per
formance and hustle of the second
midfield of Scott Magrane, Dou
Dransheld and Greg Johnson.
The Scots are at home tomorrow
and hope to extend their winnin
streak to three against a stron
Wittenburg sauad. Hooefullv. an
ankle injury incurred by Steve
Lyncn won't hurt the team'
chances.
NOMINATE
Governor Claude R.
KIRK
Do YOU favor
equal opportunity for all
races?
v less government meddling in
the economy?
combatting crime?
winning in Vietnam?
a balanced budget achieved
by ending government
waste?
So does Claude
KIRK
He could use YOUR vote
Scots Win; Noth
by PAUL
Sophomore Chuck Noth set a
new school and Ohio Conference
Relays record in the pole vault Sa--
urday during the sixth annual
eague relays meet at Ohio Wes--
eyan University. Noth s effort was
he only bright spot for the Scots,
who totaled just five points to
place 12th among the 13 schools.
Noth won the pole vault in the
conference indoor meet this win- -
:er and looks like a prime con- -
ender for the same title in the out
door season. Saturday, he soared
4 7 to cop the relays champ
ionship in his event.
Wooster captured but three
places in the day-lon- g meet. The
best finish was in the high jump
where Andy Raevouri (510"),
Rich Thompson (6'0"), and Ken
lorns (b' 10") combined for a
otal of 17' 8" to take a third place
ie.
The Scots also had two fourths,
'he long jump trio of Norris (20'
Thompson (20' 5"), and
Bounce For McCarthy
Early last Fridav morninsr. the
large siern bearing the words "A
Place to Bounce a Ball" was stolen
!rom its location in front of the
new gymnasium. Not onlv was
:he sign removed, but it was also
dismantled in the process.
Two Wooster students reported
hat they saw a group of about
our young men (either students
or townies) carrying the sign
across Beall Avenue in the direc- -
ion of Hoover Cottage, at about
2 a.m. The words on the sign now
read "Ball a to A Place Bounce."
It may have been a political
move, as there was a McCarthy- -
for-Prcside-
nt sticker on the sign.
ONE DAY ONLY
Has Been Postponed
Look for Later Date to Be Announced
All or Any Merchandise andor Books
at
Half Price
at your
COLLEGE BOOK STORE
CLEVELANDERS
While you're home for the summer,
you can earn 3, 6 or 9 credits at
CASE WESTERN RESERVE
UNIVERSITY.
SUMMER SESSION
opens June 18 and ends Aug. 9.
For information about courses of-
fered, write: Vice Provost for Student
Services, Case Western Reserve Uni-
versity, Cleveland, Ohio 44106.
A GOOD PLACE TO EAT
Tom and Jack' Lounge
STEAKS CHOPS SEA FOOD
COCKTAILS
359 W. Liberty St.
Wooster, Ohio
GOOD LUCK, SCOTSI
RIGHT
REAGAN
Sets Vault Mark
MEYER
Noth (19' 0") did 59' 8", while
the sprint medley team of Ron
Maltarich, Brian Blackwell, Artie
Wilson, and Hugh Ruffing had a
time of 3:36.8.
Perennial track power Mount
Union won the meet with a total
of 56 points, followed by Baldwin- -
Wallace with 49, and Ohio Wes-
leyan at 25y2. The rest of the
schools finished far behind with
only a scattering of points apiece.
Tomorrow, the Scots will be in
Michigan for the Great Lakes Col-
lege Association track meet at
Hope College.
Sexton Awarded
Athletic Positions
Miss Maria Sexton, professor of
physical education, has been
named to two new posts in the
women's athletic world.
Miss Sexton has been appointed
a representative on the Track and
Field Committee for the World
Student Games and has been nam-
ed chairman of women's basketball
for AAU (District 4).
As a member of the games com-
mittee, she will work in establish-
ing criteria and procedures for
selection of participants, recom-
mending woman participants in
the specific sport, and making
recommendations for the coach,
manager and chaperone of the
girls teams.
Miss Sexton was appointed to
her other position with the AAU
when the former chairman re-
signed just prior to the District
Tournament which determines the
team to represent District 4 in the
national tournament to be held in
Gallup, N. Mex.
Sale
Distinctive Dining
Open Daily 10:30 a.m.
to 8:30 p.m.
Sundays 11:30 a.m.
to 8:30 p.m.
Closed Mondays
at 3:30 p.m.
TRY OUR TENDER
PRESSURE-COOKE- D
CHICKEN!
IN CARRY-OU- T SERVICE
Catering to: Banquets,
Private Parties, Family Meals
Fish Fry Every Friday Evening
5 to 7 p.m. All You Can Eat
Ph. 262-780- 6 for Reservations
STAKICS
Restaurant
Off Liberty St. (Rear)
145Vj E. Liberty St.
Helen Jeffrey, Owner & Operator
